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In 1967, a twenty-five-year-old refugee named Bashir Khairi traveled from the Palestinian hill town of
Ramallah to Ramla, Israel, with a goal: to see the beloved stone house with the lemon tree in its backyard that
he and his family had been forced to leave nineteen years earlier. When he arrived, he was greeted by one of
its new residents: Dalia Eshkenazi Landau, a nineteen-year-old Israeli college student whose family had fled
Europe following the Holocaust. She had lived in that house since she was eleven months old. On the stoop
of this shared house, Dalia and Bashir began a surprising friendship, forged in the aftermath of war and later
tested as political tensions ran high and Israelis and Palestinians each asserted their own right to live on this

land. Adapted from the award-winning adult book and based on Sandy Tolans extensive research and
reporting, The Lemon Tree is a deeply personal story of two people seeking hope, transformation, and home.

In this book sour lemons have the potential of bringing people together when both sides can see the human
part in the other and perhaps sweeten the flavor of the fruit. A NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE

AWARD FINALIST Extraordinary A sweeping.

Lemon Tree

The lemon tree an Arab a Jew and the heart of the Middle East Sandy Tolan. The Lemon Tree Young Readers
Edition An Arab A Jew. About The Lemon Tree Young Readers Edition In 1967 a twentyfiveyearold refugee
named Bashir Khairi traveled from the Palestinian hill town of Ramallah to Ramla Israel with a goal to see
the beloved stone house with the lemon tree in its backyard that he and his family had been forced to leave

nineteen years earlier. Juvenile audience English Young readers editionView all editions and formats . On this

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=The Lemon Tree (Young Readers' Edition): An Arab, a Jew, and the Heart of the Middle East


edition of Conversations Sandy Tolan talks with host Dan Sk. ISBN13 13431 Summary In 1967 not long after
the Six Day War three young Arabs ventured into the town of Ramla in Jewish Israel. 3 Bloomsbury 19.99
ISBN 03947 This middlegrade adaptation of the awardwinning adult book. The Lemon Tree An Arab a Jew
and the Heart of the Middle East Kindle edition by Tolan Sandy. In The Lemon Tree An Arab a Jew and the
Heart of the Middle East Sandy Tolan uses a single home with a beloved lemon tree in the city of alRamla
occupied at different times by the. The Lemon Tree An Arab a Jew and the Heart of the Middle East. Written
by Sandy Tolan. Sandy Tolan delivered The Lemon Tree for adults in 2006. The Lemon Tree Young Readers
Edition An Arab a Jew and . In 1967 not long after the SixDay War three young. Thank you to NetGalley and

Bloomsbury USA Childrens Books for the opportunity to read a digital ARC of The Lemon Tree Young
Readers Edition An Arab A Jew and the Heart of the Middle East by Sandy Tolan. An Arab a Jew and the

Heart of the Middle East. Edition Young readers edition.
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